
Mr. boy Schaeffer 
1136 Wilmington Ave., u.  
Dayton, OH 45420 

9/23/91 

Dear Mr. Schaeffer, 

Thank you very much for the copy of the winuncript of your novel. 
I'll read it when I can, but that now is not possible for me. In additon to the 

accumulation of medical problems I've having visual troubles now. 
o all in all, I do not have the time need at 78 to do the work I've been doing. 

One of the thincs in which you expressed an interest in "in verifying the identity 
of Mauricd Bishop." 

I can't and I believe that nobody can, that there is nothing to that story. 
It simply cannot be believed that any intelligence agent would bring two of his 

supposedly secret sources together, particniArly not if an assassination were being planned. 
This would violate the most basic tradecraft of all intelligence agencies. and no pirpose 
could have been served by it. 

There are other reasons I du not have time to explain for not believing Vecianna. 
%u gibelieve strongly that 45rou are "right in the area of ballistics and kgent 

William Greer participc.ting in the Kennedy assassination." 
With regard to the latter, an imposeibility,I know William Cooper was was speaking 

and selling cassettes about, I an confident that it in not only wrong but that it is 
impossible. iundplear version of the 1:epruder film and other stills and perhaps movies 
leave this without doubt. 

It also makes no sense that Greer would make himself the target of any close miss, 
not unheard of in shooting. 

With regard to the ballistics, I do not know which of my books you have so I'll 
enclose a list of them in the event you are interested in whit I wrote and publoshed. 

I'm sorry :'m not now able to help you by criticizing your novel. 	hope you c4:11 under- 
stand that it now is impossible for me. 

Sincdfelf, 

Harold Weisb 



September 20, 1991 Dear Harold Weisberg, 

For sometime I have been wanting to make contact with yourself. Almost a 

year ago I had given Jim Garrison a copy of my artwork in hopes that after seeino 

it would help me in verifying Maurice Bisphop identity. For whatever reason, pro-

bably because of his upcoming movie he and Oliver Stone are making he did not comply. 

I have read all your books over the years and Found them inspiring. In the 

last year my novel was accepted for publication in New York but was later rejected, 

so it appears that it will not be out at the same time as Stone's movie. I noticed 

your criticism of Stone's movie in Time magazine and was wondering if you would make 

a criticsm of my novel before publication and iF possible you would agree to help 

mw in verifying the identity of Maurice Bishop. 

I am giving you this reader copy of my novel because of your persistence in the 

Kennedy assasination and congraduate you for your steadfastness in pursuit of truth 

about the Kennedy assassination and especially For Fighting the Justice Department 

and obtaining the release of Or. Guinn's ballastic results. Without your help in this 

area my novel could never have been completed. 

Although I believe strongly that T am right in the area of ballistics and Agent 

William Greer participating in the Kennedy assassination I am asking For your expert 

opinion in this matter. 

Glad we finally cooresponded, 

Respectfully, 

A4 

Roy L Schaeffer 
1136 WIlminTon Arc, RI* 1 
Dalian, OR 46420  11 


